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Abstract 
In the article the detection of "missing" or "hidden" data during the processing of the well-defined queries to database is 
discussed and on terms of quality the importance is justified, the article also covers organization, processing, and program 
implementation issues of fuzzy queries to database of information systems. 
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 1. Introduction 
Continuously increasing development of the market economy requires creation of effective, coordinated work 
regime for wholesale and retail companies and enterprises which form the core of the commercial economy. Thus, 
the increase in business processes and functions in such kind of enterprises demands maintenance of various large-
scale and complex structured data in the database. 
At the  present time  the use of the information, obtaining new results from it and determination of the necessary 
data are very important issues.  In recent years, when the competition among enterprises is analyzed  it is obviously 
seen that the enterprises which benefit information in an appropriate way have gained more profit. In addition, the 
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use of information systems that is considered new technologies have provided quality products and service. In order 
to continue operating an enterprise for a long time  to get required data from information is an essential factor for 
organizational planning and control1. 
One of the most important sources to ensure the continuity of enterprise earnings is to use information in an 
appropriate form and to find out necessary information. øt is the person who gets desired results from information 
and use it effectively. Therefore, to provide the success of the company the most essential factor is that employees 
should not only know their work well, but also they should motivate on their work properly. Additionally, in the 
arrangement stage of enterprise information systems employees often confront with stress and intensity. This 
condition causes a decline in employees’ motivation2. Productivity of an enterprise is an important factor for being a 
successful enterprise. And it is the motivation that provides this condition3. In order to compete in this market with 
other enterprises it is of great importance to fulfil necessary actions that will  not allow employees to lose their 
motivation. 
So that the increase of business processes and functions in such enterprises demands various large-scale and 
complex structured data storage in the database. On the other hand, the increase of data on a regular basis makes its 
usage necessary not only to keep data but also to solve different types of analysis issues: in terms of practice it 
makes necessary to learn various types, hidden connections and other regularities that exist among the given data 
and as a result very actual problem occurs – for the preparation of analytical and daily reports to use the collected 
database effectively  and qualitatively storage, selection and analysis issue of corporate data appears. 
Although modern instrumental tools of Data mining and business intelligence systems enable the solution of 
storage, selection and analysis issue of corporate data, in most cases the use of these tools in various subject areas on 
terms of carrying out decision-making over non-digital data is not possible and this puts forward special 
requirements to the description and processing of data. And also fuzzy survey of modern processing algorithms to 
database approaches the solution of these issues in a fragmented way and do not cover the full resolution of the 
matter4. 
From this point of view to enable creation and control of database in information systems of investigated 
companies, to allow the personnel to prepare daily and analytical reports and in order to increase the quality of 
decision-making process the data analysis in database and carrying out query processing algorithms are very actual 
issues.  
2. The mathematical model and program implementation of processing of the fuzzy queries 
Relational database is conceptually information model of subject area. Thus, each copy of database reflects the 
condition of subject area for some time. Every condition is modelled as specially arranged data – values (attributes) 
pairs that express the features of objects of the subject area. Each procession is compatible with the object and 
relationship to its state. It should be noted that the procession of these relations must also express fuzzy relations that 
are specific to attributes.  
For example, the number of assortment is - much, sale is - low, the sale of manager is – good, salary – high, the 
distance from metro to chemist’s is - far, the customers of the chemist’s are - many and so on. 
To express relations among the objects of subject area (SA) – fuzzy5 class concept has been applied to the 
solution of the discussing issue. 
Fuzzy class is described in the following manner:  
ɇɄ = {(oij, ɚij , μ(oij)) | oij – ɨbject, ɚij – attribute and  0 < , μ(oij, ɚij) d  1}       (1) 
, here μ(oij) expresses – the membership degree of ɚij attribute to oij object in ɇɄi fuzzy class. (oi j, ɚi j, μ(oij)) pair 
is called fuzzy object.  
Taking into acccount the features of subject area6, as an object - employees, pharmacies, customers, managers, 
cash registers, banks etc. are understood.  
As seen from the example, as an attribute salary, sale, purchasing, income, currency, assortment etc. are meant. 
 
For the subject area of fuzzy classes  : 
1. monthly sale of chemist’s, very high, 0.96  
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2. seller’s monthly sales quota, low, 0.78 
3. seller’s monthly salary, average, 0.85 
4. income in a cash register, low, 0.73 
 
And many samples can be shown as an example. 
As it is seen each fuzzy class is able to express the concrete query. For instance, accordingly heads of firms 
always ask fuzzy questions as shown below: 
 1. Hasn’t monthly sale of chemists’ increased? 
 2. Is required sales quota of sellers not low? 
 3. Is monthly salary of sellers not low? 
 4. Hasn’t money in the cash register decreased? 
 5. Is customers’ debt much to us?  
In the program system that has been created to process fuzzy queries - dynamically selection of membership 
functions and verification process of compliance to the subjective view of the system administrator have been solved 
very effectively. 
For each object unique identifier is appointed by the system. Fuzzy objects belong to such objects class that is 
characterized by uncertain status. This means that they have fuzzy attributes, at the same time they are able to access 
fuzzy associations with each other mutually.  
If we look at processing7,8 of fuzzy queries in a query language – objects (fuzzy join links of scripts-objects 
(columns of charts) in charts) which form these queries and relations (where conditions) among them are 
understood. 
Fuzzy association – is relation that has fuzzy semantics. On terms of objects fuzzy association can be formalized 
mathematically as shown below:  
 
ɇɄiw (k) = {((oij, owd), R(k) (oij, owd)) for all (j and d), 
(oij, μ(oij,))  ɇɄi, (owd, μ(owd))  ɇɄw  and  0 d  R(k) (oij, owd) d  1} (2) 
, here R(k) (oij,own) – shows the level of relation between oij and owd objects. k – it is the identifier of the 
association. Identifier is for defining the nature of relations among fuzzy objects in solving various issues. 
From functional perspective fuzzy objects can be in queries used to solve different business matters, in many 
previously unknown relations (conditions). For fuzzy classes association we can give an example asthe following 
decision-making manners and queries6: 
1. Queries: 
1.1. Provide the list of drugs that have high monthly sale (QS1) and low cost  (QS2), 
1.2. Provide the list of drugs that are sold well during the day (QS1) and have low cost (QS1) and have high 
profit (QS3).  
1.3. Provide the list of drugs that  need to order most (QS1) and have expiration date no more than a week 
(QS2) and drugs that have less date of use (QS3)   
1.4. Provide the list of  customers who have the most debts to the firm (QS1) and who hasn’t paid money for 
the longest time (QS2) and so on. 
2. Rules: 
2.1. If sale decreases (QS1) then it is necessary to enhance assortment (QS2) , 
2.2. If sale decreases (QS1) and there are many assortments (QS2) and the number of customers is low (QS3) 
in this case it is important to change the place of chemist’s near metro or hospital (QS4), 
2.3. Managers who carry out  high sale (QS1) should get 10% more salary, etc.  
For associations among fuzzy classes in SQL query language accordingly relations among charts (a LEFT JOIN 
b, a LEFT OUTER JOIN b, a RIGHT JOIN b, a RIGHT OUTER JOIN b, a FULL JOIN b, a FULL OUTER JOIN 
b, a INNER JOIN b,  a JOIN b) can be an example.  
Connection (full outer join)–QS(a) U QS(b) 
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For instance:        QS(a)          :        assortment has been much   
                             Association relation             :        or  
                                        QS1(b)       :        low sale 
                                        result          :        the list of goods  
In SQL language it is possible to describe as below:   
Select assortment Name, assortment Code, assortment remain, sale rate 
From Chemist’s goods assortment  
Full outer join R Bases sale ON assortment goods log = sales goods log 
Where assortment .remain = ~ more or sales number = ~ less   
, here QS (a) and QS (b) are accordingly a and b fuzzy classes. ~ - sign expresses that the condition is fuzzy and 
they are calculated on the basis of relation functions.  
b. Crossing (inner join) – QS (a) ŀ QS (b)   
For instance:        QS(a)          :        assortment has been much 
                             Association relation           :       and 
                                         QS1(b)       :        low sales 
                                         result         :        list of goods 
In SQL language it is possible to describe as below:   
 
Select assortment Name, assortment Code, assortment remain, sales rate 
From Chemist’s goods assortment  
Full outer join R Bases sale ON assortment goods log = sales goods log 
Where assortment .remain = ~ more or sales number = ~ less   
c. Difference (left outer join) – QS (a) / QS(b)   
For instance:        QS(a)          :        assortment has been much 
                             Association relation             :       and 
                                         QS1(b)       :        no sale 
                                         result          :        list of goods 
In SQL language it is possible to describe as below:   
Select assortment Name, assortment Code, assortment remain, sales rate 
From Chemist’s goods assortment  
Full outer join R Bases sale ON assortment goods log = sales goods log 
Where assortment .remain = ~much and sale rate = ~ empty 
, here ~empty <=> is understood as null. 
Relation functions have been realized in SQL language in the form of special functions library. As an example, 
S-shaped SQL text of relation function is given below: 
USE [fuzzy] 
GO 
ALTER FUNCTION [dbo].[slin](@Linq_Min Float,@Linq_Max Float,@X FLOAT) 
RETURNS  FLOAT 
BEGIN    
    DECLARE @Y FLOAT 
    IF @X<=@Linq_Min      
BEGIN SET @Y=0 END 
   IF (@X>@Linq_Min) AND (@X<@Linq_Max)BEGIN SET @Y=(@X-@Linq_Min)/(@Linq_Max-
@Linq_Min)END  
    IF (@X>=@Linq_Max)  BEGIN SET @Y=1 END 
RETURN @Y 
END 
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According to examples given above each query created in program system to process fuzzy queries – is stored as 
templates by turning into SQL language.  
Users can use current templates collection when they work new fuzzy queries. On the other hand, program 
system has been created as additional program block to current relational database and enables users dynamically to 
create fuzzy concepts and queries.
3. Results 
During the preparation business processes and reports large amounts of data that differ in quantity and quality 
(best selling, badly selling, expensive drug, a good customer, a risky customer and so on) are used. 
On the other hand, integration of information means of enterprises in modern times is implemented by ERP 
systems which formed over relational database and allows to store large amounts of data and transactions4. 
From this point of view, to form program means that discussed in the article and created as a subsidiary means 
for ERP systems, enabling description and procession of fuzzy queries is very important issue.  
To solve the problem in the article in database queries were suggested to be described as fuzzy classes and 
associations and in the example of a commercial enterprise subject area have been analysed in terms of fuzzy 
concepts and the program implementation issues are considered.  
Since program system has been created as an addition to current ERP systems in similar type subject areas can be 
applied very easily to the solution of procession issues of fuzzy queries. 
Every work that is  successfully done, any achieved progress  will create needed energy and motivation for the 
next stage. By the program that is component to ERP systems - the work will be carried out more effectively and 
employees will have better motivation. 
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